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ment factor, as calculated using the parameters
determined by the over-all surface-resistance
calculation of Ref. 3, are such as to account for the
size and shape of the correlation-produced peak.
Comparing this peak with the experimental peak
observed at &u,/&u = l. 025' gives the value 22= —0. 03,
in agreement with the value deduced by Platzman,

Walsh, and Foo.
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A tunneling investigation of the effective phonon density of states through the four distinct
crystal structures of the In-Tl alloy series has been performed. The resultant e (~)E(cu)'s
extracted from these studies reflect the characteristics of each individual structure. The data
obtained from these experiments serve as a test of existing theoretical expressions for deter-
mining T~ of a superconductor from normal-state parameters. It is found that the agreement
is somewhat disappointing. In addition, a study of the phonon distribution, or more explicitly,
an average phonon energy (~) in the xegion of the face-centered cubic to face-centered tetrag-
onal phase transition, suggests an instability in at least one of the phonon modes. This result
appears to support the suggestion that this transition is second-order.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to predict from various easily deter-
mined normal-state parameters whether a materi-
al will superconduct and at what temperature has
been an elusive dream for many years. Until re-
cently, the only method displaying any success was
based on the empirical rules of Matthias, in which,
from a previous knowledge of T, for a wide variety
of superconducting elements, compounds, and al-
loys, and with some experience, one could deter-
mine in most cases a considerably better than or-
der-of-magnitude estimate of T, for a new materi-
al. Although this method has survived successful-
ly through several eras in the development of our
understanding of superconductivity, it is by no

means an accurate determination of T~. Unfortu-
nately, it gives most people little feel for what
physical parameters of the material are the impor-
tant ones in determining superconductivity. The
trends and correlations only hint at the microscop-
ic mechanism or mechanisms responsible for the
phenomenon, whereas a detailed study of the per-
tinent interactions should, in principle, predict
accurately the value of T, .

The BCS theory of superconductivity, suggest-
ing the electron-phonon interaction as the domi-
nant mechanism, predicted that the transition tem-
perature should be given by

u, r, = t. 14 (&u) e """'v,
where (ro) is an average phonon energy, N(0) is the
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electronic density of states at the Fermi surface,
and V is the pairing potential due to this interac-
tion. More understanding of the electron-phonon
and electron-electron interactions followed from
the BCS theory, and it is now generally believed3
that the current theory, as summarized by the gap
equation due to Eliashberg, is accurate to a few
percent. That is to say, if one knows all the re-
quired normal-state parameters for a, metal, T,
can be calculated to this accuracy. Such calcula-
tions were performed by Swihart, Scalapino, and

%ada, Carbotte and Dynes, and more recently by
Allen and Cohen. In general such calculations are
tedious and have been performed mainly as a con-
firmation of the expected accuracy of the theory.
It is obviously easier, in most cases, to measure
T, than to perform such a calculation. However,
for Mg and Li a prediction of T, has been made,
and in the other alkali metals it has been shown
that the phonon coupling is too weak to overcome
the Coulomb term down to unattainable tempera-
tures. In view of the unwieldy nature of the above
calculations, McMillan saw that it was desirable
to obtain a simple expression for T, which con-
tained only parametexs which were either known or
easily calculable, for the majority of metals. His
development of such an expression, the McMillan

equation, also illustrates rather simply the impor-
tant physical properties of a metal which determine
superconductivity. More explicitly he showed that,
for purposes of determining the critical tempexa-
ture, materials can be categorized by three param-
eters: the Coulomb term p, an average phonon

energy (e) and an electron-phonon coupling term
&, where

X = 2 f [n'((o) E(&o)/(o] d(o

Here E(&u) is the phonon density of states of the
material and o. (to) is a measure of the electron-
phonon interaction.

It had been shown earlier by Morel and Anderson
that p, does not vary strongly over many materials
and reasonable guesses can be made of its value.
The average phonon frequency {&a) can be equated

most simply with the Debye temperature, or pref-
erably calculated from E(&u) if this is known from
neutron scattering. Thus, the only remaining un-

known paxameter is X.
This parameter can be determined from an ex-

perimental measure of the electronic mass en-
hancement due to the electron-phonon interaction.
It is easily seen that the ratio of the measured
electronic effective mass m* to the band-structure
effective mass m is given by

m*/m= 1+&

Recently, the expression for T,developed by Mc-

Millan has been tested and modified by other investi-
gators studying amorphous systems, ' and the

concepts and ideas pointed out in McMillan's work
have been used to explain the enhancement of T,'s
of various superconductors under extreme condi-
tions.

An alternative single method for determining all
three parameters &, (&o), and p,

* is that of a tunnel-

ing experiment. The technique of single-particle
tunneling has proven to be an extremely fruitful
method for the study of elements, "alloys, '6' ~ and

more recently, amorphous & materials in the
superconducting state. Various investigators have

employed the unique properti. es of a superconduct-
ing tunnel junction to investigate not only the super-
conducting characteristics of these various solid
states but also some of the normal-state parameters.
McMillan and Rowell have developed an iterative
inversion of the Eliashberg gap equations, based on

the tunneling density of states. Deviations from
the BCS-theory behavior of the conductance of a
superconducting tunnel junction are explained in
terms of strong electron-phonon coupling and finite
quasiparticle lifetimes. They are able to extract
the product function n (&o)E(or) and p ~sdirectly
from this inversion. The product function
n (&o)E{&u), inturn, hasbeenveryusefulindetermin-
ing both superconducting and normal-state proper-
ties of the material dependent upon the electron-
phonon interaction, such as electron-phonon cou-
pling strength, phonon renormalized effective
electron mass, and superconducting critical tern-
peratures under various conditions, for various
metals and alloys. This tunneling technique is
restricted to the more strongly coupled super-
conductors with T, & 2. 5'K, but yields detailed
information about X, p, ~, and the frequency distri-
bution. Thus, aQ the information required to cal-
cula'te T is at hand, but it 18 again obvious that a
direct determination of T, is trivial compared to
the tunneling investigation. Thus, "predicti. ons"
of T~ will be confined to materials for which tun-

neling experiments can be performed, and the
available tunneling results can be used to check
the applicability and accuracy of the theoretical
expressions.

In this paper we report the results of an inves-
tigation of the superconducting properties of the
Tl-In alloy system using the tunneling technique;
the results serve as a test for the predictions of
existing T, calculations. This system is conven-
ient for an investigation of this type for several
reasons. Firstly, Tl and In are in the same col-
umn in the periodic table; as one is alloyed into the
other, the electron concentration remains fixed at
three electrons/atom. This feature reduces the

extreme variation of T, found for other alloy sys-
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tems where this is not the case, and results in a
system measurable using conventional tunneling
techniques throughout the entire concentration
range. This allows a comprehensive study of the
phonon spectra of these alloys. Secondly, pro-
gressing through the entire range of concentration,
there are four distinct crystal structures that can
be stabilized and studied. In Fig. 1 is illustrated
the phase diagram for this binary system. Starting
with indium, which is face-centered tetragonal (fct),
on increasing the Tl concentration at low tempera-
tures there is a phase transition at 31 at. % into a
fcc system. At approximately 55/z Tl, a mixed
phase of fcc and bcc begins. 'We have been able to
isolate a pure bec structure at approximately 70%,
but this phase is short-]].ved with respect to concen-
tration, as on proceeding to higher Tl concentration
the system transforms to the hcp structure of pure
Tl. Hence, in this investigation one can study the
phonon spectra and test the expressions for T~
under conditions of various crystal structures for
both alloys and pure materials. As it is observed
that each particular crystal structure has its own
distinctively shaped phonon distribution, this study
serves to critically examine these expressions for
T~ (which were derived employing well-defined
model phonon distributions), under the conditions
of varying shapes of the n2(&o)I" (v) functions.

In addition to this study of T, and o.'(v) E(u&)

throughout the alloy series, we have looked more
closely at the phase transition, face-centered te-
tragonal to fcc, at =31% Tl concentration. It has
been suggested that this transition is reminiscent
of the transition in V3Si, in thatitlooks very much
second order. If such were the case, it would be

necessary that the internal symmetry change by
more than is implied from the macroscopic strain.
It has been proposed that this reduction in symme-
try could be bx'ought Rbout by R phonon lnstRblllty.
The peak in T, versus concentration at the point of
the transition was cited as possible evidence for
this instability. In this paper, we report the re-
sults of a search for this proposed instability in
the phonon spectrum.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we outline the current status of the MCMillan ex-
pression for T„how it was derived, and the im-
plications of MCMillan's results; also, the modifi-
cations to this expression and reasons for them Rre
described. In Sec. III, an outline of the experimen. -
tal details of this investigation, where they differ
fxom standard techniques, is presented, and a
description of the measurement of T, is included.
Section IV contains the results of the experiments
and a comparison of the experimental and calculat-
ed values of T~. Section V reports the results of
a more careful look at the fcc to fct transition and
in Sec. VI conclusions are drawn.

II. THEORY

Since the BCS theory, much progress has been
made in the understanding of the electron-phonon
interaction and its manifestations in normal and

superconducting metals. The Eliashberg theory
takes into account the retarded nature of the elec-
tron-phonon-electxon interaction which is respon-
sible for superconductivity in simple metals and
treR'ts the strength of this intex'Rctlon to RccurRcy
(m/I), where m equals the electronic mass and
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M equals the ion mass. Treating the electron-
electron Coulomb repulsions in a pseudopotential
manner (following Morel and Anderson ) completes
the picture and, given the necessary normal-state
properties with sufficient accuracy, the supercon-
ductor can be described through a solution of the
Eliashberg gap equations. This yields a determi-
nation of the energy gap function 6(&o); through a
finite-temperature solution of these equations one
can obtain the temperature dependence of the gap
parameter h(&o, T) and hence, the critical tempera-
ture T, . ' By a suitable linearization of the gap
equations at T, McMillan has shown that the

equation for T, will assume the general form

T, = (&o) exp [- (1+&)/(A&-Bp, —C((&o)/&o, )Xy, *)], (1)
where (&o) is an average phonon energy of the ma-
terial, ~ is the electron-phonon coupling strength
defined by

x= 2 f, [o.'(&o)E(&o)/&o] d&o (2)

and p* is the Coulomb repulsion pseudopotential
term given by

=N(0) U, =N(0) V, /[1+N(0) V, 1n(Ez/&o, )] .

Ez is the Fermi energy, V, is the spherical aver-
age of the screened Coulomb potential between
electrons, N(0) is the electronic density of states
at the Fermi level, and ~0 is a Coulomb cutoff en-
ergy greater than (&o) but less than Zr. A, B, and
C are parameters of order unity, and ~0 is the.
upper cutoff energy of the effective phonon distri-
bution n (&o)E(&o). Choosing the Debye temperature
as a characteristic phonon energy, the gap equa-
tions were solved numerically and the parameters
determined. However, it was necessary, to ob-
tain this solution, to assume a model shape for the
phonon distribution E(&o). A simplified niobium
spectrum was taken. The limitations of this
choice will be discussed below. Using this tech-
nique the expression derived for T, was'

T, = (eo/1. 45)

x exp f- [1.04(1+&)/(& —
«&

—0. 62&&&L )]]
One could just as easily choose, instead of 0 I), an
average phonon energy given by

OQ f 00

(&o) =J Q (&o)E(&o) d&o ]~~
c& (&o) E(&o) d&o . (4)

0 0

In as much as we are probing the phonon distri-
butions and o.~(&o) E(&o) is determined by tunneling,
this (&o) is more readily obtained than ao. The
result of renormalizing for (&o) rather than ev
yields for Eq. (3)

T, = ((&o)/1. 20)

x exp (- [1.04 (1+&)/(& —i&*-0. 62 ~«*)])

The central quantity of interest in this work, the
product function &r (&o) E(&o), is defined by~

&r (&o)E(&o) =f d pf, d'0'

x g.[le&,.;,.;.) I
/(2v)'v ]

(&o') = d&o &on' (&o) E (&o
dp l (&o)E(&o) d&o . (9)

p CO

If the electronic heat-capacity coefficient y is
known, the band-structure density of states at the
Fermi surface N(0) can be related to p and X by

N(0) = 3y/2v ke (1+X) (10)

and this can be applied to (8) to yield an absolute
determination of the average electron-ion pseu-
dopotential.

Employing this procedure where T„o"D,and y
were available, McMillan was able to obtain X from
(3) and hence, determine N(0) with good success
for several interesting transition-metal alloy se-
ries. Empirically, with the available data, it was
found that for a given class of materials the prod-
uct N(0) (v ) remained relatively constant, al-
though the individual components N(0) and (v )
varied by a factor of 10. The significance of this
observation, as was pointed out by McMillan, was
the fact that if N(0) (v ) is assumed to be constant

«(~ ~-'(p p-'; &))/f d9, (6)
Sp

where the two integrals in p and P' are taken over
the Fermi surface S~, vz is the Fermi velocity,
g&~, ', )„& is the electron-phonon coupling term from
state p to state p' via a phonon p -p' of branch ~.
For some of the more simple materials and alloys
that are known to have almost spherical Fermi
surfaces and where inelastic neutron scattering
results describing the phonons of the system are
available, this quantity has been calculated with
good success. However, the number of materi-6

als for which the data are available and one can
expect good results is quite limited. For Tl and
In and their alloys, tunneling appears to be the
easiest method of obtaining the frequency distri-
butions.

McMillan has shown that from (6) it follows easi-
ly that

«. 2(&o)E(&o)&o d&o -N(0) h (v')/2M, (7)
0

where (v ) is the square of the electron-ion pseu-
dopotential form factor averaged over all scatter-
ings from one point on the Fermi surface to an-
other. From (2), it follows then, that

~ = N(0) (v')/f&d(~') (8)

where (&o ), the average phonon energy squared,
is
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fg
'

l (k I v!k&! 'q' dq, (12)

where (k+q (vlk) is the pseudopotential form fac-
tor between the states on the Fermi surface )k+q)
and (k). Equation (11), although a somewhat sim-
plified form for ~, can be helpful in determining
approximately the effect the electron-phonon renor-
malization has upon the electronic effective mass,
the ratio of the effective mass to the band-struc-
ture mass being given by

m /m=1+& (13)

In the spirit of this free-electron approximation
and calculating (v, ) from the Heine-Abarenkov
form of the pseudopotential, this mass enhance-
ment can be calculated to be m /m= 2. 34 for Tl
and l. 99 for In. These values are not in very good
agreement with those measured experimentally or
the results presented in Sec. IV, and point out the
fact that the free-electron assumption, in these
simple metals, is not accurate enough for detailed
considerations.

Recently, Garland and Allen~~ have argued that
the work of McMillan is not sufficiently general and
does not take into account variations in the shape
of the phonon spectrum from the model of niobium
used in the original calculations. These variations
can result from two effects: a different crystal
structure from Nb resulting in a differently shaped
phonon distribution, or lattice disorder, resulting
in a smearing out of the spectrum, causing devia-
tions in ev or (&o). Following the method of
McMillan via the computer, a two-Lorentzian mod-
el of the phonon distribution was used to simulate
various tunneling results on crystalline and amor-

for a class of materials, and Eq. (8) is substituted
into (5), it is seen that T, is dominated only by the
average phonon energies. This feature has been
used by investigators to explain the enhancement
of T, in granular Al films by invoking low-energy
surface modes which alter & and raise T,.

For simple metals, pseudopotential theory al-
lows us to say even more about the electron-
phonon coupling if we can work in the almost-free-
electron approximation. In the spirit of this ap-
proximation, it has been shown that the coupling
constant X can be given by

1.51 (v, )
((~'&/fl,') (»)

where s, is the radius in atomic units of a sphere
containing one electron, A& is the ionic plasma
frequency, and (v, ) is a dimensionless electron-
ion matrix element defined by

phous materials, and an expression similar to (3)
was derived, given by
T, = (0. 25+0. 6Vx) &uo

]. +A,x exp
(0 53+0 62x'i ) X-p, —(D. 25+0. 6Vx)Xp,

(14)
where the additional parameter x is a measure of
the weighting of the frequency distribution relative
to its cutoff energy vo, and is defined by

x= (&d )/(do .
From the results of tunneling into various types of
superconductors it has become clear, since the
work of MeMillan, that this factor will vary for
different crystal structures and degrees of disor-
der. Any distribution with very strong low-energy
modes, such as that of amorphous materials or of
Hg, will have a lower x than those with a single
very peaked distribution near ~0.

Using this modification of McMillan's work,
Garland and Allen have more accurately described
the critical temperatures of amorphous Ga and
Bi ' condensed on low-temperature substrates.
It is argued that this expression is much more gen-
erally applicable in extreme cases than the Mc-
Millan expression, which was derived for a single-
phonon distribution. This is achieved at the ex-
pense of an additional parameter x which is some-
what difficult to determine unless detailed knowl-
edge of the phonon distribution is obtainable.

With the introduction of still another parameter
(which is difficult to measure short of determining
a complete frequency distribution) it should be em-
phasized that it is still much easier to simply mea-
sure T~ of most materials than to determine
n (co)F(&o) from tunneling or F(~) from neutron
scattering.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Many of the experimental aspects of this work
are by now standard and have been extensively de-
scribed elsewhere. These techniques will only
be outlined briefly in this section. Only details
that are new or slightly different will be treated in
any depth.

The thin-film tunnel junctions were of the Al-
insulator-alloy type, and the experiments were
performed at 3..0 K so that the aluminum film was
superconducting. The alloys were prepared by a
flash evaporation technique in which tiny pellets of
the previously prepared alloy were individually
dropped onto a resistively heated Mo boat. Each
film consisted of approximately 100-200 pellets so
that any inhomogeneities were, hopefully, of short
range. For materials of very similar vapor pres-
sures, this method results in a very high level of
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FIG. 2. Zero-bias junction resistance as a function
of T for the alloy In() 50T10 50.

reproducibility ' while the reliability necessarily
decreases with increasing difference in vapor pres-
sures. For this alloy series it was found that the
resultant film concentrations were within a few
percent of the pellet concentrations in spite of the
moderate differences in the vapor pressures. The
deviations, where they existed, were always on the
Tl-rich side, as expected, hut from sample to sam-
ple these deviations were fairly consistent, of the
order of a few percent, and each alloy reported
here represents several junctions prepared as a
check for reliability.

The values of T, of the alloys were measured
using a method particularly suitable for a tunnel-

ing experiment. The zero-bias resistance of the

alloy junction was monitored as a function of tem-
perature and at T, a sharp discontinuity in the

slope of this curve appeared as the energy gap in

the excitation spectrum of the superconductor be-
gan to open. This measurement was easily effect-
ed using the identical first derivative techniques
which were later employed in measuring the
phonon effects in these alloys. A small (-20nA)
ac signal was applied across the junction at zero
bias and the fundamental ac voltage detected
through a lock-in amplifier. The result of a typ-
ical measurement of resistance versus 7." for the
alloy Tl 0.5In o, q is shown in Fig. 2, where the dis-
continuity in slope of this curve is clearly dis-
played. %e choose to define 7.', as that pointwhere
the extrapolated resistance intersects the baseline
for T& T~ ~

As has been pointed out previously, the tunnel-
i,ng technique is quite sensitive to the detection of
multiphases in an alloy series. This has been pre-
viously emphasized in the detection, in the I-V
characteristics, of multiple energy-gap structure

4.2 2.2

FIG. 3. Zero-bias junction resistance as a function
of T for the alloy Tlo 6oIno 4().

corresponding to tunneling into the different
phases. This present technique is also sensitive
to the measurement of various phases in that, at
the critical temperature of each phase of the mate-
rial, there is a change in slope in this R-versus-T
plot. This point is better illustrated in Fig. 3,
where zero-bias resistance versus 7 of a Tl0 6

In o, alloy (a mixture of bcc and fcc) is plotted.
Here we can fit two straight lines to the curve cor-
responding to the two transition temperatures

T~(bcc)=3. 80'K and T~(fc )=c2. 62 K.

From the I-V characteristic at T = 1.0 'K, the
energy gaps of the two phases are measured to be

n o (bc c) = 0. 630 me V, &0 (fcc) = 0. 420 me V,

yielding the BC8 ratios of

(2~,/n, r, )„.= 3. aa, (2&,/a, r,)„,= 3.v3,
the higher T~ phase displaying a stronger coupling
ratio than the lower fcc phase.

The criteria outlined previously for an accept-
able tunnel-junction were, again, rigidly adhered
to. In order to obtain reliable results for the prod-
uct function o.'~(&a) E(v) and the normal-state pa-
rameters it is felt that the junctions must display
a minimal hmount of nontunneling "leakage" cur-
rent and that the Coulomb pseudopotential term be
fairly constant throughout the entire alloy series,
0. 10-0.14.

The junctions were measured using the harmon-
ic detection of a small modulating signal and a re-
sistance bridge. The ac signal (500 c/sec) was
never greater than 100 p, V rms and usually much
less. As fine details of the phonon spectra of al-
loys are smeared due to the inherent nature of an
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TABLE I. Concentrations of alloys studied and their
crystal structures.

Prepared alloy Quoted alloy ~+~ structure

In

»0.90Tlo, to

»0 ~ 75Tlo ~ 25

»o.7oTlo. ao

Ino. 65Tlo, a5

Ino.60Tl0.40

Ino 50Tlo 50

Ino ~ 30Tlp 7p

»o.2oTlo.8o

Ino, i DTl0, 90

Tl

In

»o.ooTlo. ~o

»0.7a Tlo.27

»0.67Tlo. aa

»0.6a Tlo.a7

»0.57Tlo.43

Ino. 50Tlp. 50

»0 ~ 27Tlo ~ 73

Ino. ~7Tlo.8a

»0.07Tlo. sa

Tl

fct
fct,
fct
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
bcc
hcp+weak bcc
hcp+ very weak bcc
hcp

alloy, the 100 p, V did not contribute any additional
smeRl lng.

The Tl-In alloy series is of interest for sever-
al reasons. It has various crystallographic phase
transformations such that we can investigate the
phonon distributions of several different crystal
structures by simply varying alloy concentration.
There is no valence change throughout the system,
so only the average atomic mass and interatomic
forces are changed. When the crystal structure of
a particular alloy film was in doubt in the course
of this investigation, the phase was verified by x-
ray diffraction. In no case did we find any conflict
between our determinations of crystal structure
and those of other investigators '; so, it is felt
that the films were good representatives of the
bulk alloy as investigated by others.

In general, we have found that the resultantfilm-
alloy concentrations were a few percent Tl-rich
compared to the initially prepared alloy. This was
determined simply by comparing our measured
values of T~ with those of other workers ' onbulk
samples. In quoting concentrations we choose to
assign those concentrations rather than our initial
alloy concentrations. In all cases, this corre-
sponds to only a slight change and has very little,
if any, effect on the final analysis of the data. A
comparison of the quoted and prepared concentra-
tions is given in Table I. From this table it is
clear that the flash evaporated film of these con-
stituents displays T~ characteristics in fairly good
agreement with the concentration desired. The al-
loy In 0 4O Tl o «was not extensively investigated
owing to its strong two-phase nature. The two al-
loys In o ov Tl 0 gg Rnd In o jq Tl o 83 showed vel"y

slight traces of the bcc phase consistently but, as
the transition was almost complete to hcp, these
alloys were treated as single-phase xnaterials. The
only indication of the bcc phase in these alloys mas
a slight hump in the plots of dfjd Vversus V at ho
for this phase. This corresponds to a small cur-

rent rise at 60 (bcc) but the strength of this rise
was & I%%uo of the current rise at 60 (hcp) and was
lgnox'ed.

Annealing of the films in vacuum up to V2 h at
room temperature had very little effect on the re-
sults except in this slightly mixed phase of bcc and
hcp. The bcc contribution to these alloys decreased
even more and was almost indiscernible in several
samples.

&V. RESULTS AND DISqUSSgow

In Fig. 4 the variation of T, with alloy concen-
tration and crystal structure is illustrated over
the entire range, and the alloys studied in this
work are illustrated as points on this curve. We
have observed, in agreement with others, ' that
the bcc phase is the highest T, phase. The abrupt
changes in crystal structure from fct to fcc at
= 30% Tl and from fcc to bcc between 50 and VO%%ua

are cleaxly evident in the characteristics of this
figure, while the transition bcc to hcp is barely
discernible due to its gradual nature.

The calculated n (&u)E (&u) and u determined
from the conductance of the junction for several of
the typical alloys studied is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Immediately obvious are the differences in shapes
of the various distributions depending upon their
individual crystal structures. The indium-rich
fct and fcc structures display the typical shape of
a face-centered system: two clearly resolved
peaks, one transverse peak and one longitudinal
peak. The typical bcc phonon distribution has two
separate transverse phonon peaks and one longitu-
dinal mode, the familiar shape of the alkali metals,
which is clearly evident in the bcc Tl o 73 Ino z~

system. The other distinct crystal structure
studied, the hcp system typical of Tl, shows adis-
tinctively strong low-energy mode characteristic
of hexagonal systems and a much more complicated
structure at higher energies. These distinctive
fingerprints of each crystal structure serve as
additional evidence that the structure of the films
studied is representative of the bulk alloy.

In Fig. 5, it is also of interest to note that asthe
pure material (In or Tl) is alloyed, the fine struc-
ture in the phonon distributions becomes rapidly
smeared out and only the gross features remain.
This phenomenon has been reported previously' '

and is a general trait of 'lloy systems. This smear-
ing is a result of the fact that because of the ran-
dom nRtux'6 of Rn Rlloy thel 6 wiH be mlcroscoplc
fluctuations in the interatomic forces and the atom-
ic masses. This results in a finite phonon lifetime
causing a substantial uncertainty smearing in ener-
gy of the eigenfrequencies of the solid. This smear-
ing results in the replacement of the 6 functions in
Eq. (6) with functions of a finite linewidth repre-
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The point is, that from a tunneling investigatioD
of this type, where a pure material is subsequent-
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vrork.

sentative of the smearing, causing a much s~oother
F(&u) distributi. on than in the pure material. In a
perturbative calculation, it has been shown that
this smearing is a. complicated function of energy
and momentum of the frequency modes of the crys-
tal, but in general, the longitudinal peak is sub-
stantially more smeared than the transverse modes.
As a first approximation one can assume that the
energy smearing ~co varies linearly with energy
throughout the distribution so that the ratio A~/~
is a constant.

In the spirit of this overly simplified assumption,
we have started with the pure ln and pure Tl o.'(~)
xF(ar) distributions and determined a best fit to the
alloy data by convoluting these distributions with
Lorentzian functions according to the prescription
&~/&u = const, where h&d equals the I orentzian
linewidth. The details and justification for this
procedure have been reported previously. The
calculation was performed using the pure ln distri-
bution throughout the fct and fcc regions (up to 60/p

Tl) and repeated from the Tl end up to the end of
the strong hcp phase. In this fashion, it is possi-
ble to obtain an estimate of the amount of energy
smearing in the very high-concentration alloys.
The results of this simple-minded calculation are
illustrated in Fig. 6, where A&a/~ is plotted as a
function of concentration. Although the results
should be treated simply as an indication of the
degree of smearing, in view of the simplicity of
the calculation, it is interesting to note that it ap-
pears that the amount of energy smearing does not
depend drastically upon crystal structure.
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ly alloyed, we are now in a position to determine
what effect these impurities have on the scattering
time of the phonons of the system. Inelastic neu-
tron scattering methods as yetdo nothave the res-
olution to make quantitative statements of this
type. As we shall see in Sec. V, this phenomenon
has the effect of washing out fine structure due to
individual phonon modes, making some types of
analyses more difficult.

From the data of Fig. 5, we are now in a position
to calculate the parameters (u&), (id'), X, and T,
as defined in Sec. II. As we can readily calculate
(47) from our data and as it is fel't that this ls a
more significant number than GLI to describe the
phonon distribution, we choose to calculate T,
using the McMillan expression of Eq. (5). The
parameters, as well as the measured T, and those
values of T, calculated from the work of McMillan
and of GarlandandAllen, are given in Table II, and
a comparison of the calculated and measuredvalues
is shown in Fig. V. From this comparison it be-
comes immediately clear that the calculated T,'s
are not in the anticipated good agreement with the
measured values. One expression consistently
predicts higher T,'s and the other lower. Both ex-
pressions qualitatively predict the correct concen-
tration dependence, with that of Garland performing
somewhat better in this respect but at the expense
of an additional parameter.

From this comparison of the measured and cal-
culated values of T„ it is clear that neither
expression has great success for this simple met-
al system, even when all the required data are
carefully measured. It is interesting to note that
the McMillan expression is most accurate for Tl,
but large deviations occur as In is added. It is also
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimentally measured
T~'s with those obtained from the theoretical expressions
of McMillan and Garland and Allen.

interesting to note that with increasing alloy concen-
tration there is a significant redistribution of the
phonon energies by smearing and the n (~)E(&u) for
very low v is enhanced. This shifting of modes to
low energies has the over-all effect of increasing
significantly the value of ~, as the lower energies
in n (&d) E(&o) are more heavily weighted by virtue
of the I/~ term in Eq. (2). In contrast, these low-
er modes will not have neal ly as 81gnlf leant an ef-
fect on the actual T, of the material. In the calcu-
lations of McMillan, the model n'(id)E(&d) distribu-
tion was cut off at lower energies thus effectively
decreasing the ~ for a particular measured T, . It
is felt that applying similar analysis and a phonon
distribution with a more realistic low-energy spec-
trum, the value of 1.04 in Eq. (5) (slope of
In(ro)/T, versus (1+X)/X for p.*= 0) would be in-
creased, thus tending to decrease the predicted
T,'s for this system and other systems known to
have very low-energy phonon modes.

In view of these results and previous tunneling
results on amorphous systems' ' we can see qual-
itatively that as the phonon spectrum becomes more
and more distorted from that of niobium, the in-
creasing difference between the predicted T, using
McMillan's expression and that obtained experimen-
tally indicates that a more realistic shape for
n (id)E(e) must be considered.

On the other hand, it is not clear why the expres-
sion of Garland and Allen, which explicitly attempts
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TABLE II. Relevant parameters calculated as described in Sec. II to determine T, theoretically. T«~t ——experi-
'mental T~. TcM~&ll = Tc calculated using McMillan expression of Eq. (5). T«A = Tc calculated using Garland-Allen
expression of Eq. (14).

Alloy

In

Ino. 80Tlo. lo

~0,73Yl0,27

~0.67~io ~ 33

lno 5v lo 43

Ino. 5o~i0.50

Ino. 27Yl0.73

~o.lv~l0. 83

+0~07 0 93

Tl

(CO)

(meV)

8. 86
8.41
7.67
7. 81
7.33
7. 20
6.46
6.30
6.09
6.04

(CO )
(meV2)

61.17
54.30
44. 19
46. 00
40. 50
39.32
29.32
29.45
29.61
30.13

0.834
0.850
0.933
0.899
0.847
0.835
1.092
0.980
0.889
0.780

Tc expt

(K)

3.40
3.28
3.36
3.26
2.60
2. 52
3.64
3.19
2.77
2.33

TcMcMi ll
('K)

4.41
4.46
4.79
4.51
3.56
3.41
5.59
4.46
3.47
2. 55

Tc G.A,
('K)

2. 57
2. 40
2. 47
2. 21
1.68
1.57
2. 76
2. 26
1.79
1.41

470

0.2613
0.2413
0.2131
0.2218
0.2066
0.2035
0.1609
0.1916
0.2319
0.2584

to take into account this redistribution of the phonon
modes, is not more accurate. The parameter
(&o )/&oo is certainly a measure of this shifting as
is observed from Table II. A comparison of these
values and the distributions of Fig. 5 yields the ex-
pected result, that as alloying increases there is a
general trend for this parameter to decrease; This
result is in some sense similar to the result in Fig.
6, where it was seen that the distributions could be
characterized by a 4&o/&o smearing factor which
also tended to increase with increasing alloy con-
centration. It should be emphasized that from Fig.
'7 it is clear that Garland and Allen correctly and
quite accurately predict the shape of the T;versus-
concentration plot. The absolute prediction, on the
other hand, consistently underestimates by an al-
most constant amount.

For a given class of material, it was noted' that
the product N(0) (v ) was approximately a constant.
From (8) we know that

N(O) (v') = ~ 9(~'),
where M is the average atomic mass for the par-
ticular concentration under consideration. The
right-hand side of this equation consists of mea-
surables from these results. Consequently, it is
possible to obtain the product of the band-struc-

. ture density of states at the Fermi surface times
an average electron-ion potential for scattering
around the Fermi surface.

This product is plotted as a function of concen-
tration in Fig. 8, where it is seen that over the
various crystal structures of the series there is
approximately a 25% deviation from constancy. In
fact, comparison of Fig. 8 with Fig. 4 reveals a
remarkable similarity. Although the variation of
N(0) (v ) is not as great as the variation of T„ the
correlation is unmistakable and it is difficult to
say w'hether this variation throughout the alloy se-
ries is mainly due to the band-structure density of

states N(0) or a result of strong fluctuations in
(v ) over various crystal structures. In fact, con-
sidering only In and Tl, we see from Fig. 8 that the
value of N(0) (v ) for In is 1.25 that of Tl. Employ-
ing the existing electronic specific-heat data for
these two materials and Eq. (10), we find that the
ratio of the band-structure density of states of the
two materials N(0) In/N(0) Tl = 1.12, leaving approx-
imately an equal amount of variation required in
the (v ) term to explain the results

In order to separate the variation of these two
parameters throughout the alloy system, it will
be necessary to know either one of them. A mea-
surement of the electronic contribution to the spe-
cific heat at low temperatures for this series would
directly yield N(0), and the variation of the two
effects could be determined.

That these materials cannot be considered to be
of the free-electron nature, which negates any ac-
curate detailed first-principles calculation of the

type previously performed in other cases, can be
illustrated by applying Eq. (11) in a straightforward
fashion. Using an average Heine-Abarenkova form
for the pseudopotential and calculating r, from ex-
isting data ' on these materials, we can derive
an almost-free-electron value of X from (11). A

comparison of this calculated value with that deter-
mined from tunneling data is illustrated in Table
III. This table is essentially another way of pre-
senting the dataof Fig. 8. In this way, however,
these deviations point out the fact that if truly ac-
curate determinations of the superconducting prop-
erties of materials, whose Fermi surfaces are not
almost spherical, are to be made, then band-struc-
ture effects must be carefully considered as an in-
herent part of the calculation. In addition, it can
probably be safely assumed that all the deviation
in Table IG is not due to the deviations in band
structure, and a more precise knowledge of the
electron-ion pseudopotential is required. Again,
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is equal to the product N(0) (s ), as explained in the text.

It has been suggested that the transition fec to
fct is very reminiscent of a similar transition in
V&Si and several other PS' structure supercondue-
tors. It has also been noted that this type of trans-
formation (in the case of VsSi, just above the su-
perconducting transition temperature T,) looks very
much second order in that it goes to completion at
T, and the accompanying deformation is small and
increases with T,-T. In addition, the crystallogra-
phy and the specific heat resemble second-order
transitions. Anderson and Blount ' have argued
that, according to l.andau's general theory of sec-
ond-order phase transitions, a transition from
cubic to tetragonal in which the only change under-
gone is the macroscopic strain is neeessarilyfirst
order. It is not clear that this transition is a strongly
first-order transition and it was suggested bythese
authors, in order to account for this contradiction,
that the symmetry of the phase heretofore consid-
ered tetragonal may be a less symmetric structure,
which would be a result of the longitudinal or trans-
verse phonon at the zone boundaxy point in the 100
direction. going unstable. The peak in T~ of Fig. 4
at approximately the critical concentration for
transformation was cited as a possible manifesta-
tion of this phonon instability. This unstable low-
frequency mode would enhance the electron-phonon
coupling and increase T, in the region of the in-
stability.

Referring to Fig. 5, it is quite clear that there
are no obvious phonon instabilities in the set of

it is difficult without specific-heat measurements
to separate the two, but the conclusion, that both
details must be more reliably known than at the
present time, remains.

V. fcc ~ fct TRANSITION

TABLE III. Comparison of & determined from exper-
iment and X calculated from Eq. (11).

Alloy

In

In() gTlo j
Ino. 7s&lo.27

Ino, 67&lo, ss

»o 57&lo ~s

Ino. so~lo, 5o

+0.27~lo 7s

Ino. &7&lo.as

Ino. o»lo. cs
Tl

~~l0 from {11)

0.99
l.06
l.21
1.12
1.20
1.22
l. 50
1.36
1.39
1.34

0.834
0.850
0.933
0.899
0.847
0.835
1.092
0.980
0.889
0.780

ct (m)E(m) distributions about the region where 7„is
peaked (= 30% Tl in In). Since we are working with
an alloy system and we have shown that one can
assign an estimate of the energy smea. ring («o/&o
= 8%) for the alloys about this concentration, the
distributions obtained are necessarily very smooth.
Thus, individuaj. critical points, corresponding to
van Hove singularities in the phonon dispersion
curves, are not discernable in the alloys. Hence,
one has not much hope of seeing concentration de-
pendence of a particular critical-point instability.
Gne can, however, determine from these distribu-
tions an average phonon energy defined by Eq. (4).
By studying this average phonon energy, it can be
determined whether the increase in T, at thispoint
of instability is due to a shift in some particular
phonon modes or due to some electronic parameter
which would alter the & (tc) function only and not
appear in the determination of (&c). Experimentally
to vary concentration is easier than to vary tempera-
turetostudythis(~); wehavedoneitthis way. In a
sense it would be a more pleasing experiment to
study (to) as one went through the transition on the
temperature variable. The fact that we rely on the
superconducting properties of such materials makes
this a difficult task.

The results of the determination of (to) in the re-
gion of this transformation are illustrated in Fig.
9. It is quite clear that associated w'ith this peak
in T, versus concentration there is a decrease in
the average phonon energy (&u). Although there are
insufficient data points for a conclusive statement,
the results suggest agreement with the surmise of
Blount and Anderson that there is a phonon insta-
bility associated with the transformation. It is not
clear from these data that there is a particular
mode that is becoming unstable as we approach the
transition. However, the results are certainly not
in contradiction with this hypothesis. The results
do indicate clearly that the fcc fet transition is
heralded by a gradual decrease in the mean phonon
energy (&u) from the general trend, certainly rein-
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FIG. 9. Average phonon energy (co) as a function of
alloy concentration.

forcing the suggestion that the transition is second
order.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A tunneling study of the Tl-In alloy system has
been performed. An investigation of the T, and ~0
of the various phases as well as p, and the product
function n (&ojE(sr) have indicated that the various
crystallographic phases have somewhat distinctive
characteristics and that the bcc phase has the high-
est T, of the system.

In a direct comparison with the existing expres-
sions which allow calculation of the T, from the
electron-phonon coupling strength ~, the electron
pseudopotential p,*, and a characteristic phonon en-
ergy, the results are not very encouraging. In a
simple metal alloy system such as Tl-In we find
the results to be as much as 50% in error. These
results leave one with the pessimistic attitude that
aside from a first-principles calculation in which
all the normal-state parameters are treated with

extreme caution, a general expression for T, to
describe all superconductors may not be more
accurate than this work indicates. It is possible
that in view of these new data a modification of the
existing expressions could be achieved. These data
offer several variations of phonon spectra from al-
most crystalline to something approaching amor-
phous materials.

The spectra of the various phases display the
characteristic fingerprints of their respective crys-
tal structures. The fcc and fct systems have their
typical single transverse and single longitudinal
peaks, reminiscent of the well-known fcc spectra,
while the bcc phase displays three distinct peaks
in its spectrum. The hcp system has the most
complicated distribution, containing a strong peak
at low energies and various weaker critical points
at higher energies.

In addition to this study of the various shapes of
the spectra we have attempted to determine whether
there exists an instability in one of the phonon
modes in the region of the fcc-fct phase transi-
tion, thus supporting the idea of a second-order
transition. Although nothing obvious as a function
of concentration is observed, as there is no clear
evidence of a single mode becoming unstable as
the transition is approached it is felt that a study
oi the average phonon energy (ar) supports the con-
cept of an unstable mode. As the transition is ap-
proached, it apparently is signaled by a gradual
tailing off of this (~) from its extrapolated value,
reaching a maximum deviation at the transition
into the indium phase.
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We have made an experimental study of comparatively low-frequency (3.93 GHz) micro-
wave-photon-assisted quasiparticle tunneling in superconducting Sn-I-Sn tunnel junctions.
The junctions were situated in a perpendicular rf electric field of frequency ~, with micro-
wave voltages V,z satisfying the condition eV,f /Se & 18. Excellent agreement with the rf
power dependence predicted by the theory of Tien and Gordon has been obtained for junctions
with normal resistances & 1 0, although the calculated junction cavity fields remain an order
of magnitude below field values needed to fit the data. As the junction resistance is decreased,
agreement remains good at high rf power levels, but systematic discrepancies between theory
and experiment occur at lower power levels. The interaction of microwave radiation with the
zero-voltage Josephson current has also been studied on the same junctions, andthe response
compared to the theoretical predictions of Werthamer. In this case quantitative agreement
with the theory is generally poor and does not appear to be correlated with sample resistance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quasiparticle tunneling currents which flow
through an insulating layer between two supercon-
ductors can be profoundly altered when time-vary-
ing electromagnetic fields are present in or near
the barrier region. The exact form of the modified
quasiparticle tunneling characteristic depends on
the applied microwave frequency ~ and the quantity
o. -=e V,f/ff~, where V„ is the magnitude of the ef-
fective microwave voltage appearing across the
oxide ba'rrier. This inelastic process may be
thought of as photon-assisted tunneling, in which
the quasiparticles absorb or emit one or more
photons while tunneling through the insulating
layer. For a junction composed of two identical
superconductors, the tunneling current will in
general be increased for applied dc bias voltages

V& 2k/e and decreased for V &2A/e, where 2h
equals the superconducting energy gap. The exact
form of the modified current for this system at a
given temperature depends only on the parameters
R and &.

Vfe have made a series of detailed photon-as-
sisted-tunneling measurements utilizing compar-
atively low-frequency (2. 93 GHz) microwaves and
high-quality Sn-SnO-Sn junctions. Our results are
in good agreement with the theoretical predictions
of Tien and Gordon' when junction resistances are

10. Using a single adjustable parameter to
scale the rf power, we are able to construct an ex-
cellent detailed fit to the theoretical power depen-
dence of the tunneling current as a function of bias
for experimentally determined values of n as large
as 18. Systematic deviations from the theory,


